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ANDREA sxccoccr (*)

WAGE PAYMENTS IN ITALY BEFORE THE
INTRODUCTION OF THE « MONETA GROSSA »,

11th - 12th CENTURIES

During the reign of the doge Enrico Dandolo (1194-1205), Venice in
troduced a new coin that was destined ta change the pattern of the
whole Western coinage: the silver ducat or grosso (groat), later called also
matapan ('). Struck in almast pure silver, it was the first coin ta be
minted in Europe as a multiple of the penny el. Thanks ta its immediate
and large success, it was taken as a model by almost ail the mints in
Italy and later elsewhere in Europe, thus giving rise ta that distinction
between moneta grossa (white money, i.e., coins in good silver as the Ve
netian groat) and moneta piccola (black money, i.e., debased pennies)
which marks ail the succeeding coinages of Europe.

The point of departure for this essay is the earliest piece of evidence
describing the birth of this new silver coin. Martin Da Canal reports that
it was introduced in 1202 ta pay the wages of the workers in the Arsenal
of Venice who were building the ships for the Fourth Crusade:

... et {ist erraurnent {aire rnehailles d'argent par doner ai rnaistres la sodee et
ce que il deservoient; que les petites que il avaient, ne lor venaient enci a
eise (')

This very likely isn't an accurate reflection of reality, however, in as
much as the Venetian grosso, as the other early monetae grossae of Italy,

(*) Andrea SACCOCCI, via Tnrazza, 48, 1-35128 Padova (ltaly).
e-mail: andrea.saccocci@dstbc.uniud.it
(1) See A.M. STAHL, Zecca: The Mini of Venice in Middle Age, Baltimore-London,

2000, p. 16-24, with further references (= STAHL, Zecca, 2001).
(2) Not ail the scholars agree that the Venetian groat was the earliest issue of monela

grossa. For a contrary view, see M. MATZKE, Vom Ottolinus zum Grossus: Münzpriigung
in der Toskana vom 10. bis zum 13. Johrhunderl, in SNR, 72, 1993, p. 135-199, at
p. 179-184 (= MATzKE, Vom Oltolinus, 1993). For my own arguments supporting the
primacy of the Venetian graat. see A. Sxccoccr, Tru Bisanzio, Venezia e Friesach: al
cune ipolesi sulloriqine della monela grossa in Iiaiia, in NumAnlClas, 23, 1994, p. 313
341, at p. 321-322, 341.

(3) MARTIN DA CANAL, Les csioires de Venise: Cronaca veneziana in Zingua francese,
dalle origini al 1275, ed. A. LIMENTANI, Florence, 1972, p. 46. The chronicle was com
piled around 1275. For an English translation of the passage, see L. BUENGER ROB
BERT, The Venetian Money Markel, 1150 la 1229, in Siudi Veneziani, 13, 1971, p. 3-94,
at p. 43: « ... and he (the doge Henry Dandolo) immediately ordered a silver piece
made, to give wages to the masters and to the workers, Binee the piccoli which they
had were nat convenient ».
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was introduced mostly for commercial reasons rather than for paying sal
aries e). It nevertheless suggests that wage labour was already weil devel
oped at the beginning of the 13th century and that workers were paid in
specie, at least in Venice. It also suggests that the wages of skilled work
ers (magis/ri) were sufficiently high to make their payment in very de
based pennies inconvenient. It seems unlikely that Da Canal could have
completely invented even this detail, having lived only a few decades
after the episode, when the monetary system and perhaps priee levels
were more or less the same as before. Such a high level of wages can be
confirmed by later evidence, which attests that the weekly wages of
workers in the Arsenal in 1236 were already higher than about 26 pen
nies, the equivalent of one groat (').

Da Canal's passage on wages in the Arsenal can be compared with two
other sources, almost contemporaneous, both of which seem to confirm
its reliability. The first is the Liber Abbaci of the mathematician Leonar
do Pisano (Fibonacci), a handbook intended as an instruction manual for
the use of Arabie numerals (6). It was originally compiled in 1202, and
sorne corrections were added in 1228, but the codex used as the basis
for the standard edition did not incorporate the 1228 corrections ('). In
the chapter devoted to proportions, Fibonacci proposed the following ex
ercise:

De laboraiore loboranie in quodam opere
« Quidam erat recepturus in mense causa sui laboris bizantios 7; et si
aliquot tempore a labore cessaret, erat redditurus ad rationem mensis
bizantios 4: stetit per mensem, ex quo quandoque laboravit, quandoque
non; sic non habuit de eo, quod laboravit, bizantium I, discomputato eo
quod non laboravit. Queritur quantum laboravit, et quantum non ex
ipso mense: ... »n.

(4) This may he inferred from its typology, which is clearly inside the Byzantine
tradition. Its Byzantine typology made the new coin more acceptable in international
trade, where the Byzantine coins were well known, than in the local market of Venice.
Even the dating of the groat to 1202 is douhtful, and the date of 1194, reported in the
ehronicle of Andrea Dandolo, now is generally preferred. See STAHL, Zeeea, 2001, p. 17.

(5) Cf. F.C. LANE, R. MUELLER, Money and Banking in Medieval and Renaissance
Venice, I, Coins and Mvneys o{ Accounl, Baltimore, 1985, p. 116.

(6) Il Liber Abbaci di Leonardo Pisano pubblicato secondo la lezione dei Codice M aglia
becchiano, ed. B. BONCOMPAGNI, Roma, 1857 (= Liber Abbaci, 1857).

(7) B. BONCOMPAGNI, Della vito e delle opere di Leonardo Pisano, Roma, 1852, p. 32:
cf. STAHL, Zecca, 2001, p. 17, note 6.

(8) Aboul lhe worker working on some work.
« Someone should have earned 7 bezants per month for his labour, but, if he stopped

working for a time, he had to give back a sum at a ratio of 4 bezants per month (i.e. 41
30 bezants for eaeh day he didn't work); he stood a month, sometimes working, some
times not; thus he earned for his lahour 1 bezant, being subtracted the sum for the
period he didn't' work. The question is: how long was he at work, and how long wasn't
he, during that month? >J.
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Apart from the mathematical problem ('), the example given by Fibo
nacci is important for other reasons. It suggests that contracts of this
type, comprehending even fairly complex clauses, were weil known at
the beginning of the 13th century, at least by the merchants to whom
Fibonacci for the most part was addressing his handbook. It seems likely
that the examples used by Fibonacci were drawn from ordinary experi
ence to limit the difficulties for the reader to those of the mathematical
sort.

The amount given by Fibonacci for wages seems fairly high and con
veniently payable with the new grosso coins, especially if accounted on a
monthly basis as it was. From other passages in the book, it's possible to
deduce that 1 bezant was worth more or less 88 pennies of Pisa ('0),
whose exchange rate with the groat of Venice was ca 12:1 ("). Therefore
even that single bezant could be paid with more than 7 groats.

Fibonacci's use of the bezant to express wages seems fairly strange. In
ail the other exercises in the Liber Abbaci, the unit of account most corn
monly used is the libra denariorum, which was weil known in Northern
Italy. Bezants, by contrast, are used for the most part by Fibonacci only
in the mathematical problems concerning sorne activity relating to Le
vantine trade, very expansive commodities (as horses or gold), commer
cial partnerships or the finding (and the subsequent subdivision) of
treasures. An explanation could be that the bezant, an Oriental goId coin,
had a more stable value than the Italian penny, which had been fre
quently debased. The passage of the Liber Abbaci perhaps indicates that
wages were reckoned in bezants to safeguard their purchasing power. In
this exercise, however, the author may have used the bezant more for
arithmetic reasons. The bezant had a value much higher than the penny,
and its use instead of the penny made it more complicated to calculate

(9) The solution, as given by the author (1 bezant for ca 14 days in which the worker
was at work and 16 in which he wasn't) is very unfavourable to the worker: the
amount ta give back for the days he wasn't at work has not been subtracted from the
entire monthly wage (7 bezants), but only from the wage due for the days he was ac
tually at work (i.e. 7{30 bezant per day). According to this procedure, if the worker
stopped bis activity for more than 20 days, it he would have had to pay back his em
ployer. 18 this a mathematician's mistake or is it a kind of existing contract, which
actually prevented tbe worker from being absent from his job? Even worse, is it simply
a kind of accounting trick which Leonardo was suggesting ta the employers?

(10) ln one problem (Liber Abbaci, 1857, p. 180), the priee of the pepper is given as
50 bezants per caniaro (= 158 pounds); in another one (Ibid., p. 124) as 11 pounds and
Il shillings of Pisa per cenienario (= 100 pounds). The exchange rate between the be
zant and the pennies of Pisa is thus expressed by the equation 50{158 = [(11 x 240) +
(11 x 12)11100; in other words, 1 bezant = 88 Pisan pennies.

(11) Ibid., p. 106. The exchange rate here given between the pound of Pisa and the
pound of Venice (12:1) clearly indicates that Fibonacci was writing about a Venetian
pound of the new groats, not of the pennies; see STAHL, Zecca, 2001, p. 17.
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the solution, since it often necessitated the use of a larger number of frac
tions.

In another chapter of the book, Fibonacci proposed an exercise, bear
ing the title De homine retento in obsequio (About a man kept in ser
vice) (l'), which concerns the wages of a worker (operarius) expressed in
terms of librae denariorum. The wages given for this worker are much
lower than those given for the former one, only 25 Y. pennies per month,
or about 1 penny per day, excluding Sundays. The difference seems
greater than might be explained by the fact that the former exercise
was dealing with skilled workers and the latter with unskilled workers.
This exercise more likely deals with workers who were paid in coins only
in the case of rewards (l'), but were usually remunerated in kind or even
not at ail, being subject to sorne feudal dutY (14).

This leads us to another important source from the beginning of the
13th century that greatly concerns the history of wages: the Reiserech
nungen of the Bishop Wolfger, the original of which resides in the Museo
Nazionale di Cividale (Udine) (15). This document contains a complete ac
count of the expenses of the bishop of Passau, Wolfger of Erla, and his
retinue in Germany and Italy in the year 1203/04, when the bishop was
travelling to Rome to assume the position of Patriarch of Aquileia, to
which he was appointed in 1204. The account systematically registers ail
the different currencies used in payments as weil as the numerous ex
change operations necessary to obtain the coins, and the currencies to
which the source referred almost certainly corresponded to actual coins,
not merely to standards of value.

Many payments concern the acquisition of goods and services for the
bishop and his retinue (such as bread, wine, wax, lunches, dinners, lodge,
clothes, shoes, hay, shoeing for the horses, etc.), but payments were also
made to individuals for other reasons. A number of them can be easily
interpreted as charity (for example when an amount of money is given
to a (l fat one », to « a blind one» or to a « poor one ,,), but others are
clearly wages. Among the latter, the most frequent are definitely pay
ments to armed guards (seolares), servants (garciones, servi), heralds and
messengers (nuncii, cursores), and sentinels (vigiles). There then follow

(12) Liber Abbaci, 1857, p. 186.
(13) The way in which this particular mathematical prohlem reads suggests that it is

referring Dot to regular wages but to rewards. The reader .is asked to calculate the
monthly wages of a worker, on the hasis of four different payments (sorne of them
known, sorne unknown), completely independent from the days the worker was actually
at work.

(14) This could be the suggestion of the title of the exercise, in which the words
retente (hold, kept) and eperarius (sometimes: a man obliged ta do sorne works, i.e.
operae, for is lord) seems related to a certain kind of coercion.

(15) The source is published in H. HEGER, Das Lebenszeugnis Walthers von der Vogel
weide, Wien, 1970, p. 77-148 (= HEGER, Das Lebenszeugnis, 1970).
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payments to workers employed to entertain the court, as singers (eanta
tores, diseantores, eantantes) , actors tistrioties, vociferatori), mimes (mimi),
jugglers (ioculatores), and « violinists » (gigarii). Among the other workers
mentioned are sailors who were probably enlisted to negotiate river-cross
ings (nautae), washers tlotrici, lavatrici), barbers-surgeons (minutores), bath
attendants (balneatores), and turners (tomatores).

For the portion of the journey through Italy (in 1204, with Rome as
the destination), the wages seems as a whole fairly high. Before iIIustrat
ing sorne of them, however, ifs necessary to give an account of the ex
change rates among the various currencies, at least approximately.
According to the source itself (16) and to what is already known through
the literature (17), the various currencies mentioned could be set more or
less inside the following equivalence:
1 [riesacensis (penny of Friesach and of Aquileia) = 1,5 German penny
(various mints) = 2 imperiales or 2 prouisinenses (pennies of Milan and of
Provins) = 4 tnezani, (Lombard pennies) = 6 bononienses senenses or pisani
(pennies of Bologne, Siena and Pisa) = 12 ueneti, veronenses (pennies of
Venice and Verona).

On the basis of these exchange rates, the lower payments, on the aver
age, were those made to the washers (from 17 pennies of Bologna to 44
pennies of Verona), while the higher ones were those made to the heralds
(from 3 shillings of Bologna to 1 marea numerata of Friesach, i.e., a unit
of account corresponding to 160 pennies). More varied were the wages to
the armed guards, who were the workers most frequently remunerated
(from 17 pennies of Verona, the lowest wages registered in the Reiserech
nungen, to 3 silver marks). As a whole, wages were sufficiently high to
make it convenient even in this case the use of the new groats introduced
in Venice. Permanent members of the hishop's suite, such as the seo/ares,
garciones, and eursors (16), received wages differing from the accustomed
type that are paid regularly after a fixed number of working days. The
wages of these workers seem to have been gratifications given in recom
pense for accomplishing a certain duty. This can be deduced from the
fact that the reason of the payment is often mentioned explicitly, as in
this passage: « Apud Bononiam ... Burchardo scolari Romam precurrentj
pro calciis VIII (?) den. imperial. et ij. tal. Veron. 1) (19), where the word

(16) For the exchange rates recorded in the Reiserechnungen, see the tahles in Ibid.,
p. 198-199.

(17) For example, see A. HAVERKAMP, Herrschoftsîormen der Frühstaufer in Reichs
italien, Stuttgart, 1971, II, p. 559-613; V. PFAFF, Die Einnahmen der r6mischen Kurie
am Ende des 12. Jabrliunderts, in Vierteljahrschrift für Sozial- und Wirtschaftgeschichte,
40, 1953, p. 97-118.

(18) As attests the repetition of certain names of scolares and qarctones, as Burchar
dus, Wilhelmus, etc.

(19) HEGER, Das Lebenszeugnis, 1970, p. 100, V, 75-78 (20-21 April): «At Bologna...
to Burchard the guard, going ahead to Rome, for his expenses 8 (?) Imperial pennies
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calciis doesn't mean « shoes ') but peculium, the pay of the soldier, accord
ing to a Latin tradition. Nevertheless, it is probably reasonable to assume
that the men in Wolfger's retinue went though footwear rather quickly,
as other passages indeed suggest eO).

As in the second exercise in the Liber Abbaci, this usage can be ex
plained by the fact that the bishop himself provided for ail the essential
needs of the workers, to which the bishop's expenses for food and lodging
for the entire retinue indeed attest, not to mention remittances for pur
chases such things as a sword, a tunic, or a pair of trousers. These gra tu
ities are mentioned very often, perhaps because they took the place in
sorne way of real wages, as today in many countries, for example, where
workers in the service sector depend largely on gratuities or service
charges for their salary. It thus seems certain that these wages were paid
in specie. The several exchanges documented and the variety of the cur
rencies recorded, even in a single payment, leave !ittle doubt about the
issue. The advance payments to messengers, for example, would make
little sense if they didn't also imply the use of the « coins J) during the
travel.

Thus, according on the basis of the sources cited, wage labour at the
beginning of the 13th century was weil developed and many workers
were paid in specie. We must therefore conclude that the diffusion of
monetized wages, in Italy, preceded the innovation in the monetary sys
tem to which the introduction of the groat attests. Prior to the introduc
tion of this coin, a single denomination, the denarius (penny), was used
indifferently as a unit of account and as an actual coin, which makes it
difficult to analyze the first step in the dissemination of monetized wages.
We cannot be certain, for example, whether evidence for wage payments
in the documentation for before 1200 refers to actual coins or only « va
lues J) for which payment may have been rendered in kind or perhaps in
another form of coinage altogether.

Before discussing this issue, however, it's necessary to determine
whether the supply of specie was sufficient to permit wage payments in
specie. In absence of a rich body of documentary evidence, perhaps the
best way to estimate the monetary stock available at any given period is
through the analysis of the coins themselves, coin dies, and coin finds. As
for the coins themselves, Italian coinages of the 1lth-12th centuries are
still not very weil studied, mostly owing to the fact that surviving speci-

and 2 pounds of Verona. On the way hack from Rome, Burchard was sent again to
Rome, but with different kinds of currencies, perhaps because the cash reserves of the
hishop in the meantime had changed: « Aput (sic) Mutinam... Burchardo Romam cor
renti tal. Bon. et V longes sol. Anasen »; « At Modena ... to Burchard going to Rome, 1
pound of Bologna and 5 long shillings (shillings of 30 pennies) of Enns »; Ibid., p. 195,
VI, 125-127 (7 June 1204).

(20) In sorne passages, the term calcari or calciamenti is used rather than calcei, and
in these cases, the reference very probably is ta « shoes ».
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mens are usually very badly struck. This makes it difficult to identify the
dies used to strike the coins and to establish die-links. Nevertheless, 1
have personally carried out die studies on two hoards dating from the
12th century: one containing about 300 pennies of Verona and Venice
from the first half of the century e'), and the other with more than
5500 pennies of Verona from the last quarter of the century ( 2

) . In both
groups, the number of individual dies that could be identified was rela
tively small, which led me to the conclusion that these coins were pro
duced on a very large scale.

The coin finds alone further suggest that coined money was widely
available. Throughout Northern Italy, hoards of pennies belonging to
the period (denarii enriciani (23» are relatively common, olten containing
many thousands of pieces (24). To see a similar pattern in an earlier peri
od, we need to go back to the times of Ancient Rome. In excavations
and stray finds, a similar pattern emerges. Numerous finds of coins dat
ing from the end of the Il th through the 12th century point towards an
enormous increase in the presence of coins almost everywhere. In faet,
most sites contain only denari enriciani of the mints of Lucca, Pavia,
Verone and Venice, which attests to the revival of monetary aetivity
after a long break in the early middle ages ( 5

) . In the area in which 1
specialise, the Northern Adriatic regions, the number of the pennies dat
ing from the Ilth-12th century, on archaeological sites, exceeds that of
the pieces from the 8th-lOth century by at least 50 times e'). From

(21) F. JIMENEZ, G. MOSCHINI, M. PECORARO, R. LENG, A. SACCOCCI, Un riposliglio
dei XII secolo da Ponte di Brenta (Padcoa ) : analisi non distruiiiue dei denari veneziani e
oeronesi a nome di Enrico lmperalore, in RIN, 86, 1984, p. 91-179.

(22) This research has never been published. The hoard, belonging to a private indi
vidual, was temporarily on deposit at the American Numismatic Society in New York
City in 1992. Alan Stahl, who was then Curator of medieval coins at the Society, kindly
allowed me to photograph the hoard.

(23) Pennies struck during the 11th and 12th centuries in several Northern and
North-Central Italian mînts are commonly referred ta as denari enrieiani for having
been struck in the name of the emperors Enrici (Henry III-V, 1056-1125). These coins
very often continued to be struck after the death of Henry V and until the later 12th
century as an immobilised type.

(24) For a hoard of San Costauzo (Pesaro) containing about 25,000 pennies of Lucca,
see A. MACRIPO, Moneta locale e monela siraniera Ira Marche e Abruzzo nei ripostigli dei
seeoli Xl1-XIV nel Museo Nazionale di Ancona, in L. TRAVAINI (ed.), Local Coins, For
eign Coins: ltaly and Europe llth-15Ih, Milano, 1999, p. 381-388, at p. 383-384.

(25) For references to coin fiuds in Northern !taly, see the Appendix, even if by now
already obsolete, in A. SACCOCCI, Billon and Bullion: Local and Foreign Coins in North
ern ltaly (1lIh-15Ih Century), iu Locat Coins op. cit. (n.24), p. 41-65, at p. 53-54 (=
SACCOCCI, Billon, 1999).

(26) On coin finds of the 9th-12th centuries in these regions, see the bibliography in
A. Sxccoccr, Ritrovamenli moneiali e « !ncastellamenio » neUe regioni adriatiche nord
orieniali (secc. IX-XII), in F. PIUZZI (ed.), L'incastellamento nel Nord-est italiano (IX-XII

secolo ), Stalo delle ricerche e prospetiiue d'indagine. 11 qiornata di studio Atiimis (Udine),
3-4 dicembre 1999, Attimis-Udine, 2000, p. 61-68.
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1139, moreover, the opening of several new mints in Northern Italy in
Genoa, Asti, Pisa, Mantua, Ravenna, and Ancona certainly fostered the
circulation of coins (27). The evidence from the coins themselves thus sug
gests that the monetary stock at the end of the 12th century was suffi
ciently large to allow at least the possibility that wages could be paid in
coined money.

Despite the paucity of the written sources for wage labour during the
period before 1200, it is still necessary to give due consideration to the
documentary evidence. The scarcity of references to wage labour in the
sources indeed give the impression that it had only a marginal role in the
economy before the beginning of the 13th century. It's enough to read
the long list of the trades and professions in Davidsohn's Forschungen
for Florence (28), for example, to realize that it refers exclusively to the
names of craftsmen who sold their products rather than to workers who
« sold their labour ». The absence of an index entry for « wages ,} in recent
monographs on the social and economie history of certain Italian regions
before the 13th century is also symptomatic of the paucity of the docu
mentation for wage labour e'). The dearth of evidence is perhaps mis
leading, however, and wage labour may have been fairly widespread
already at the beginning of the 12th century, that is, if one of the few
pie ces of evidence for wage labour before 1200 is any indication. The Sta
tutes « of the Consuls» of the Commune of Pistoia, which date from
1117, are unique in that they precede by at least a century other docu
ments of this sort in Italy ('0). The Statutes are also unique in that some
of their chapters deal specifically with wage-earning workers. Because of
exceptional character of this evidence in Italy and perhaps in Europe, it
seems appropriate to quote the pertinent passages in full (31):

[19]
Et statuimus ut maiores consules infra .XV. dies proximos post sacramentum

eorum prestitum mittant bannum su[bJ pena .XlI. âenariorum, ut nul/us labo
rator terrarum a kalendis novembris usque a[dJ kalenda aprilis accipiat in die
pretium ab aliquo cive Pistoriensi ultra duos denarios, nisi quando laborat cum

(27) On the opening of new mints in ltaly from the early 12th century, see F. PAN
VINI ROSATI, La moneta comunale in Italia, Balogna, 1963.

(28) R. DAVlDSOHN, Forschungen zur iilteren Geschichte von Florenz, I, Berlin, 1896,
p. 152-157.

(29) For example, see P. TOUBERT, Les structures du Latium médiéval, Rome, 1973;
L. FELLER, Les Abruzzes médiévales. Territoire, économie et societé en Italie centrale du IX e

au xu' siècle, Rome, 1998.
(30) La statuto dei Consoli dei Comune di Pistoia. Frommento dei secoto XII, ed. N.

RAUTY, G. SAVINO, Pistoia, 1977 (= La Statuto, 1977).
(31) During the 12th century, however, wage-earning workers are documented in By

zantium. See now C. MÛRRISSON, J.-C. CHEYNET, Priees and Wages in the Byzantine
World, in A.E. LAIOU (ed.), The Economie History of Byzantium. From the Seventh
through Uze FifteenUz Century, Washington, 2002, p. 799-870, at p. 860.
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vanga, preter victualia, vel nisi {aciat {ossam: tune accipiai denarios .III.; et a
kalenâis aprilis usque a[dJ kalendas novembris âenarios .IIII., preter victualia.
Et si quis laboratoris tenuerii suam mercedem ultra dies octo posiquam laboraior
sibi peiierii, tol/ant ei âenarios .XII., nisi per laboratorem steterit. Similitur pu
niatur qui plus dederit, ut supra dieitur. (32)

[20]
Item, ut nul/us asinarius a kalenâis novembris usque ad kalendas aprilis pro

diurna mercede accipiai ultra âenorios .VI. in die, et a kalendis aprilis usque ad
kalendas novembris denarios .V Ill., preter »ictualia. Qui contra hoc dederit vel
acceperil, et cognitum {uerit, componat denarios .XII. Et hoc idem spectet ad
o{{icium rectoris duplum mercedis puniendi. (33)

[21]
Et statuimus ut nul/us maister lignaminium a kalenâis nouembris usque ad

kalendas aprilis ultra denarios .V. in die pretio accipiai, et a kalendis aprilis
usque ad kalendas novembris ultra âenarios .V II., preter victualia. (31)

[22]
Idem âicimus de maistris petrarum. Et iurei reiter cappel/anus observare et

habere curam et studium inueniendi si plus acceperifn jt. Hoc [actant consules
super eorum sacramentum. (35)

These Statutes suggest that wage labour was far more advanced than
other documentary sources appear to indicate. This is no doubt because
most of the written evidence cornes in the form of contracts for the con
veyance of property, and activities such as wage labour are under-repre-

(32) « And we decree that the Major Consuls, in fifteen days since their swearing
day, proclaim that no farm worker, under the penalty of 12 pennies, could earn from
the citizens of Pistoia more than 2 pennies, as daily wages in the period from the 1st
November ta the 1st April; when he uses the spade, or digs a ditch, the wages will be
raised ta 3 pennies. In the period from the 1st of April ta the 1st of November the
wages will be 4 pennies, in addition ta the food. And if someone will delay the payment
ta the worker more than 8 days after he had been asked by the worker, he will be fined
12 pennies, unless it was the worker who caused the delay; similarly will be fined who
ever paid a higher wages than above decreed », See La statuio, 1977, p. 56.

(33) « Moreover, that no donkey driver in the period from the 1st November ta the
1st April earn more than 6 pennies per day, as a daily wages, and in the period from
the 1st April ta the 1st November, 8 pennies, in addition ta the food. Who will pay or
will earn in contravention of this rule, and it will be proven, will he fined 12 pennies.
And it is the responsibility of the Rector ta fine him also the double of the wage
amount ». See La siatuio, 1977, p. 56.

(34) e And we decree that no joiner in the period from the 1st November ta the 1st
April earn more than 5 pennies. and more than 7 pennies in the period from the lst
April ta the 1st November, in addition ta the food ». See La siatuio, 1977, p. 56.

(35) « The same we decree for what concerns stone-cutters. And the rector cha plain
will swear ta respect this rule and ta take care in finding out if they earned more than
allowed. The Consuls will proclaim this rule under their oath ». See La staiuio, 1977,
p.57.
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sented in these contracts. The Statutes do not establish, however, that
the wages to which they refer were paid in coined money. On the con
trary, the fact that the amount of the wages was fixed by the law could
have fostered the use of alternative kinds of money as a means of circum
venting the law. In contracts concerning land rents, for example, there
can be seen during the 12th century the development of standards of va
lue totally theoretical (the so-called ghost money), mostly based on obso
lete coins which didn't circulate anymore and had became « frozen » units
of account. Evidently, the rapid debasement of ail Italian coins in that
period (see below) forced the landowners to seek payment « in kind », in
order to avoid the devaluation of rents (whose nominal value necessarily
remained stable, being fixed by the contracts). Many of the currencies
recorded in the contracts therefore lost any link with real coins and be
came mere standards of value, usually corresponding to a fixed quantity
of a given commodity such as grain (").

As we have seen, however, the supply of coins had enormously in
creased in that period, so it seems likely that people preferred to use
coins anyway. This was almost certainly the most conveuient means by
which to pay workers' wages, especially to workers who didn't live neces
sarily where they worked (for whom payments in kind might have cre
ated problems of transport and preservation) or to workers who were
employed for variable periods (for whom it was necessary to provide a
means of payment that was easily calculated and easily divisible). In ad
dition, the Statutes devote more attention to avoiding that workers were
paid too much rather than too little. This suggests that the authorities in
Pistoia might have been trying to counteract inflationary pressures that
were pushing up wages. Ali of this supports the daim that those wages
were paid mostly in specie, and another important piece of information
provided in a later version of the Statutes of Pistoia gives the daim ad
ditional weight. In the Breue dei Consoli, dating from 1140-1180, maxi
mum wages are again fixed for workers and mugis/ri (joiners and stone
cutters), and these wages are higher than those given in the Statutes of
1117 by a ratio of 5:3 (12 and 7 pennies instead of 7 and 4 pennies) (37).

(36) 1 have diseussed this tapie in variaus articles, among whieh see espeeially A.
SACCaCe!, Le origini della zecca di Maniova e le prime monele dei Gonzaga, in Monele e
medaglie di M antova e dei Gonzaga dal XIl al XIX secolo, I, M antova nell'età dei Gonzaga.
Una capitale europea, Milano, 1996, p. 127-154, at p. 137-142: ID., Interoenti alla tavola
rotonda, in P. DELOGU, S. SORDA (ed.), La moneta in ambito rurale nell'Italia tardome
dioeuale. Aiti dell'incvntrv di studio, Rvma, 21-22 seitembre 2000, Roma, 2002, p. 133-142,
151-153; ID., Riirouamenti monetali e [onii scriiie in epoca medivevale: problemi di inter
pretazione, in G. GORIN! (ed.), Riirovamenti monetali nel monda antico: problemi e meiodi.
Alti dei congresso internazionale di numismatica, Padova, 31 marzo-2 aprile 2000, Pado
va.

(37) Siatuii pistoiesi dei secolo XIl. Breve dei Consoli (1140-1180). Statuto dei Podesta,
ed. N. RAUTY, p. 222-224 [B.98].
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The coins most commonly in circulation in Pistoia in the 12th century,
as in the rest of the Tuscany, were certainly the pennies of Lucca. The
metrological characteristics of Lucchese pennies in this period and their
chronology are now weil known (38). From the beginning of the 12th cen
tury through the period from about 1140 to 1180, the debasement of the
penny of Lucca varied from 25% to 70%. In other words, the ratio be
tween the later pennies and the earlier ones varied from 4:3 to 10:3 ('9).
The increase in the « legal » wages as estab!ished by the versions of the
Statues of Pistoia (5 :3) falls just inside this interval, which suggests that
the increase was designed to offset the devaluation of the Lucchese cur
rency. This provides further evidence that the wages were paid in coined
money.

An important question concerns the degree to which the evidence for
wages in the Statutes of Pistoia fits into a more general pattern for the
development of wages in Italy during the 12th century. This is not a tri
vial issue, because the regulation of wages in a period marked by the
rapid devaluation of the coinage eO) certainly would have fallen heavily
on the wage-earning classes while favouring merchants and employers.
Taken together, the two versions of the Statutes clearly indicate that le
gal wages were subject to change over time, but experience suggests that
government policies intended to facilitate recovery from inflation are of
ten largely ineffectual. They are introduced when the damage is done and
do little or nothing to protect against the possibility of future damage.

As we have already seen, the shortage of documentation permits no
secure answer to the question. Information concerning the wages paid to
a stonecutter working on the construction of the Cathedral of Modena in
the 1160s, which closely resemble those given in the evidence for Pis
toia (41), adds little to what we already know. Clauses estab!ishing the
maximum wages permissible by law in certain Statutes of the 13th cen
tury often give figures that are very close to those dating from more than
a century ear!ier (42). This certainly cannot be seen as the consequence of

(38) MATZKE, Vom Oitolinus, 1993.
(39) Ibid., p. 190-191, types H.3a-H.5.
(40) The coins of the principal mints of Milan, Pavia, Verona, Veniee and Lueea lost

80% or more of their intrinsie value from the middle llth century through the end of
the 12th eentury. See C.M. CIPOLLA, Le avveniure della lira, Balogna, 1975, p. 20-32.
For Venice and Verona, cf. A. Sxccocci, La moneta nel Veneto Medioeoale, in A. CAS

TAGNETTI and G.M. VARANINI (eds), Il Veneto nel medioevo. Dai comuni ciiiadini al pre
dominic scaligero nella Marca, Verona, 1991, p. 243-262 (= SACCOCCI, La monela nel Ve
nelo, 1991).

(41) S. LOMARTIRE, 1 Campionesi al Duomo di Modena, in R. BOSSAGLIA and G.A.
DELL'AcQuA (eds), 1 Campionesi, Bergamo, 1992, p. 37-81, at p. 79.

(42) For example, see the Statutes of Anghiari (Arezzo), dating from the middle of
the 13th century, in M. MODIGLIANI, Gli staiuli dei Comune di Anghiari dei secolo XIII,

in Archivio Siorico Italiano, IV, s. 5, 1879, p.3-30, at p. 25-26, XCII-XCIII: cf. J.-P.
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a policy of wage restriction that kept wages stable for more than a cen
tnry even in the face of monetary devalnation. Such a policy would have
pushed almost the entire « working class» to the level of indigence. A
more likely explanation for the apparent stability of wages over more
than a century is that wage payments in sorne communes came to be
based on a kind of « frozen » ghost money, as in the land-rents.

To examine this issue further, it will be useful ta supplement the do
cumentary record with other kind of information, namely the evidence
from coin finds with which we have already dealt. If we carefully analyse
the composition of coin finds, we can easily see that there are significant
differences between hoards and stray finds. In monetary areas that com
prehended more than one State and thus more than one mint (as Lom
bardy or the Venezie) e3

) , coins of virtually aIl those mints are found in
both hoards and stray finds, but hoards, which were assembled and de
posited as a group, tend to be more homogenous in sa far as concerns
mint provenance. In the 12th century, the denari enriciani of Verona (44)
provide the best example. They are virtually the only coins attested in
hoards that have come to light in the regions where they circulated such
as the South Tyrol e5) and Trentino (46), and in the territories of Vero
na (47), Vicenza (48) and Treviso (46). In the excavation finds, however,
they are always mixed with other coins of the same period, usually pen
nies of Venice, as in Levico (Trento) (50), Feltre (Belluno) (51), Castelàr di

DELUMEAU, Arezzo. Espace et Sociétés, 715-1230. Recherches sur Arezzo et son Contado du
VIII' au début du XIII' siècle, Rome, 1996, p. 1264-1265.

(43) On the monetary areas in Northern lta1y and their function, see Sxccoccr, Bil
lon, 1999 (with further bibliographieal referenees).

(44) A similar pattern is given by certain finds containing Lombard coins of the 12tb
eentury. See the bibliographiea1 referenees mentioned in ibid., p. 54.

(45) On the Sa1urn and Pfatten hoards, see G. CrANr, Di alcune monete della zecca di
Verona, in RIN, 8, 1895, p. 77-87, at p. 80.

(46) The Daone, Brez, and S. Michele hoards are uupublished, but see A. Sxccoccr,
Monete provenienti dagli scavi della chiesa di S. Mauro a Novenia di Piave, in NumAnl
Clas, 15, 1986, p.277-307, at p. 283, note 26 (= Sxccoccr, Monete prooetiienti, 1986)
and ID., La moneta nel Veneto, 1991, p. 261, note 79. On the Grezzana hoard, see
AJA,3, 1987, p. 481.

(47) On the Bolea hoard, see C. BERTELLI, G. MARCADELLA (eds), Ezzelini. Siqnori
della Marca nel cuore dell'Impero di Federico II. Cataloqo, Bassano-Vieenza, 2001, p. 30,
n. 1.7.11 (= Ezzelini, 2001): cf. S. BALBI DE CARO, La moneta a Roma e in Italia, Il,
Monete e popoli in Italia nell'eùi di mezzo, Roma, 1993, p. 129.

(48) On the e Museo Civico » and Sarcedo hoards, see Storia della moneia a Vicenza,
Padova, 1996, p. 40, n. 6a; L. Hrzzoi.r, Moneie medioevaU rinvenute a Sarcedo (Vicen
za), in Rasseqna Numismalica, 7, 1920, p. 27-28.

(49) On the" Territorio di Treviso » hoard, see Ezzelini, 2001, p. 30, n. 1.7.12.
(50) G. Rrzzr, Chiese treniine anteriori al 1000, ed. G. CIURLETTr, Trento, 1999, under

Levico-S.Biagio.
(51) Sxccocci, Monete prouenienti, 1986, p. 283 with earlier bibliography.
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Possagno (52) and Noventa di Piave (53) near Treviso, Verona (54), and
Müstair in the Granbunden (Switzerland) (55).

There is an exception to this pattern, which is found in the territory
of Padua. Here, both hoards and stray finds of denari enriciani are
equally mixed, containing more or less the same percentage of pennies
of Verona of Venice (56). This is very interesting, especially in view of
the fact that the currency mentioned almost invariably in the documen
tary record for the monetary area of the Venezie, apart from Venice of
course, is the libra veronensis, or pound of Verona. Only in the territory
of Padna, by contrast, the pound of Vero ne and that of Venice were used
interchangeably (57). This suggests that hoards rather than stray finds
more accurately ref!ect the so-called caput monetae within a given terri
tory, or its official currency, which of course was the currency most re
ferred to by notaries in the contracts they recorded. If we were to
suppose that hoards, like stray finds, constituted random samples of the
monetary stock available at any given moment, this would be inexplic
able, but ifs also important to note that hoards were often composed by
the most valuable coins. Stray finds, on the other hand, usually concern
coins of lesser value, and their loss may have occasioned comparatively
little regret.

Ali of this would be easier to explain, however, if we adapt the hy
pothesis to the conditions that prevailed in the middle ages. It is often
suggested for Roman times that hoards were associated with soldiers
and their dangerous activities ("6), and it is reasonable to suppose that
the same held true during the medieval period. Soldiers were perhaps
more inclined than others to hide their peculium for safekeeping and,
above ail, were also more likely to meet their death far from relatives or
friends to whom they otherwise would have been apt to reveal the loca-

(52) G. GORINI, La documentazione numismatica, in G. ROSADA (ed.), Castelar di Ro
oèr. Lo seaoo di un castello medioeuale, Modena, 1993, p. 155-160.

(53) SACCOCCI, M onete prooenienii, 1986.
(54) Excavations in the court of the Tribunale; the coins of this site have heen stu

died hy Antonella Arzone, whom 1 wish ta thank for having communicated ta me the
data concerning the medieval pieces.

(55) J. DIAZ TABERNERO, Die Fundmûnzen aus dem Kloster St. Johann in Müstair
(GR). Die Grabungskampagne 1969-1995, Lizentiatsarheit (Referent Prof. Dr. Hans-Ul
rich Geiger), Universitât Zürieh, 1998. The coin finds are also described in ID., Die
Fundmünzen aus dem Kloster St. Johann in Müstair (GR): Yorberichi. in Local Coins
op. cit. (n. 24), p. 443-446.

(56) For the Padua and Ponte di Brenta hoards, respectively, see O. MURARI, Denari
oeronesi di un ripostiglio dei secolo XII, in Numismatica, 17-18, 1951-1952, p. 19-27, and
JIMENEZ et al., Un ripostiglio cii. Finds from the Excavations of the Banca Popolare
and the Via de'Lioello in Padna are still unpuhlished.

(57) See Codice diplomatico padooano dall'anno 1101 alla pace di Costanza (25 giugno
1183), ed. A. GLORIA, Venezia, 1879-1881, passim.

(58) For example, see R. DUNCAN-JONES, Money and Gouernmetü in the Roman Em
pire, Cambridge-New York-Melhourne, 1994, p. 67-85 and passim.
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tian of any hoard they had interred. This hypothesis is supported by the
normal composition of medieval hoards, which typically contain only
coins. This seems fairly odd, especially in view of the fact that the
written evidence clearly indicates that other valuables were commonly
hoarded, mostly jewellery but even textiles. Hoards thus reflect not the
entire monetary stock in a given region, but only the currency that was
used to pay soldiers.

If so, it may be concluded that soldiers' salaries, reflected in homoge
neous hoards, were paid mostly in coin and in the « official » currency of
the state, the caput monetae, rather than in the many different kinds of
coins available in trade and on the market. This suggests that soldiers
were paid according to the coins' nominal value rather than according
to their « market value », or in other words, in pecunia numerata rather
than ad pondus argenti. The rapid erosion of the metal content of vir
tually aIl ltalian coins during this period further suggests that soldiers'
salaries were probably also suffering sorne degree of erosion. lt would be
useful to determine whether this «devaluation » affected other wages and
salaries in Northern ltaly during the 12th century.

Law workers' salaries thanks to cheap money indeed may have been
one of the sources of economie growth among the Italian communes dur
ing the period. A soldier was a very peculiar kind of worker, however,
and the experience of the soldiery is not necessarily representative of
the broader classe of ordinary workers. The archivai evidence is sugges
tive in certain cases, as we have seen in the Statutes of Pistoia, but it is
not conclusive, and further research in this area is still needed.




